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Bees are model organisms for the study of learning and memory, yet nearly

all such research to date has used a single reward, nectar. Many bees collect

both nectar (carbohydrates) and pollen (protein) on a single foraging

bout, sometimes from different plant species. We tested whether individual

bumblebees could learn colour associations with nectar and pollen rewards

simultaneously in a foraging scenario where one floral type offered only

nectar and the other only pollen. We found that bees readily learned multiple

reward–colour associations, and when presented with novel floral targets gen-

eralized to colours similar to those trained for each reward type. These results

expand the ecological significance of work on bee learning and raise new

questions regarding the cognitive ecology of pollination.
1. Introduction
The complexity of ecological tasks means that animals must often learn not only

conditional relationships with respect to a single reward type, but a multitude

of relationships more or less simultaneously. While the ability to learn cues in

different contexts is well studied (e.g. nest location or egg-laying versus fora-

ging [1–3]), how multiple reward types are learned within a given context

has rarely been addressed. Learning about different rewards is a critical skill

for generalist foragers, for example when evaluating cues associated with

alternative diets in relation to nutritional needs [3–6]. Foraging pollinators pro-

vide a unique opportunity to study multi-reward learning, because how

effectively they learn about nutritionally complementary floral resources has

important consequences not only for their own reproductive success, but also

for that of the plant species they visit.

Over the past century, bees have emerged as a major system for the study of

both the mechanisms and ecological consequences of learning. Generalist fora-

gers collect nectar (their primary source of carbohydrates) and pollen (their

primary source of protein) from a large variety of flowers and rapidly learn

associations between floral colours and nectar [7]. However, bees can also

learn visual associations with pollen [8,9], which many plants offer as their

sole reward. Given that individuals of many species (including bumblebees

[10]) collect both nectar and pollen during a single foraging bout, the question

of whether bees can simultaneously learn floral cue associations with these

two reward types is an important one, but surprisingly unaddressed. Ulti-

mately, such insight might also be relevant for understanding why

individuals vary in their tendency to collect multiple resources, if they are

cognitively constrained [11].

We asked whether bumblebees Bombus impatiens could form associations

between colour and both nectar and pollen when foraging simultaneously for

these resources. We trained bees to visit artificial floral arrays where a target of

one colour offered pollen and a target of another colour offered nectar. Because

bees use different motor routines to collect nectar versus pollen, we were able
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Figure 1. (a) Training array with bee collecting pollen (left) and test array (right) (view the supplementary video to see nectar and pollen collection behaviour).
(b) Flower colours plotted in bee colour space (y, yellow; o, orange; p, purple; b, blue; centre represents the background; relative distances in electronic
supplementary material, table S1). (Online version in colour.)
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to clearly identify which resource they attempted to collect.

In an unrewarded test, we offered bees the two colours from

training and two novel colours. If bees learned which flowers

offered nectar and which offered pollen, we expected they

would attempt to collect each reward from the colour pre-

viously associated with it. If bees learned which flower colour

was unrewarding for a given reward type, we expected they

would attempt to collect that reward from the novel colours

in preference to the colour unrewarded during training.
2. Material and methods
We used three colonies (Koppert Biological Systems, MI, USA), rep-

resented equally across treatments. We connected these colonies

one at a time to a foraging arena (L �W � H: 122 � 59� 59 cm)

for training and testing. The arena was lit by LED, fluorescent

and natural light. We marked foragers that collected both nectar

and pollen from a grey-flowered array with numbered thorax

tags (Apinaut, Steißlingen, Germany; 39 bees).

We used flower-collected cherry pollen (Prunus avium; Firman

Pollen, Yakima, WA, USA) and 50% (w/w) scented sucrose

(100 ml water, 100 g sugar and 1 ml linalool) as a nectar surrogate

throughout the experiment. We deprived colonies of pollen except

for what bees collected during training and pipetted sucrose

directly into honeypots daily (approx. two pots before training

and approx. eight after).
(a) Protocol
We trained bees on arrays of 20 artificial flowers (10 blue

and 10 yellow; figure 1a; electronic supplementary material),

employing a differential conditioning paradigm for each reward

type: one colour of flower offered only pollen and the other only

nectar (pollen – blue, nectar – yellow (PB-NY): n ¼ 19; pollen –

yellow, nectar – blue (PY-NB): n ¼ 20). Nectar-rewarding flowers

contained 12 ml of 50% scented sucrose in a well and an empty

pollen-scented anther (details in the electronic supplementary

material). Pollen-rewarding flowers contained approx. 3–5 mg of

pollen on their artificial anther (chenille stem) and 12 ml of scented

water in a well. On each of six training trials, we gave an individual

access to the floral array to collect nectar and pollen before returning

to the colony. Between each trial, we cleaned flowers with 70%

ethanol, altered their positions on the array and replaced all

nectar wells and anthers.

Immediately after training, we presented subjects with a test

array containing 16 unrewarding flowers ((human-) blue, yellow,

orange and purple (figure 1a)) containing only scented anthers

and scented water. These colours were chosen because they

should be readily distinguishable to bees (figure 1b; see also the

electronic supplementary material). After a bee had attempted

10 collections of each reward type, we removed her (usually less

than 2 min).

We recorded trials from above using an HD Sony camcorder

(30 fps) and coded behaviour frame-by-frame, noting whether

each bee attempted to collect nectar (probed nectar well) or

pollen (antenna/leg contact with anther) and whether she was
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Figure 2. Learning and test performance for bees that foraged simultaneously for nectar (circles) and pollen (triangles) (n ¼ 20), where (a) yellow flowers offer
pollen, blue flowers nectar and (b) blue flowers offer pollen, yellow flowers nectar. Test data are the first 10 attempted collections of each reward type, averaged
(+s.e.m.) across bees. Bar colour represents flower colour (left to right: blue, purple, yellow, orange). Dashed line indicates null expectation. (Online version in
colour.)
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correct (gained the reward) or incorrect (attempted to collect

from an unrewarding flower) (electronic supplementary material

and video). We carried out linear-mixed models (LMM) using

the lme() function in the nlme package (R v. 2.15.1).
3. Results
(a) What did bees collect, and was this associated with

performance?
During training, 20 bees (10 per treatment group) foraged for

both reward types. Nineteen bees foraged mostly for only a

single reward, in all cases after searching for the other

reward type on the flower that was unrewarding for that

reward type. These bees were significantly more likely to col-

lect the reward type that was found on their preferred colour

of flower (blue; [9]) (PB-NY: pollen-only: n ¼ 6, nectar-only:

n ¼ 3; PY-NB: pollen-only: n ¼ 2, nectar-only: n ¼ 8;

x2
1 ¼ 4:232; p , 0.05).

Among PY-NB bees, those that collected only nectar did not

differ in training performance from bees that collected both

rewards (F1,14¼ 2.941, p ¼ 0.108). However, among PB-NY

bees, those that collected only pollen made fewer errors than

bees that also collected nectar (F1,13¼ 22.968, p , 0.0005).
A similar relationship was found in the test phase results (full

analyses and further details on single-reward foragers in the

electronic supplementary material).
(b) Bees learned to associate colour with both reward
types simultaneously

The bees that collected both rewards (N ¼ 20) learned which

flowers offered nectar versus pollen, making fewer errors in

the colour of flower they visited for each reward across

trials (LMM: F1,208 ¼ 100.70; p , 0.0001; figure 2). Bees

trained to PY-NB flowers learned at similar rates for each

reward type (LMM of PY-NB treatment: reward type:

F1,102 ¼ 1.72; p ¼ 0.19; trial: F1,102 ¼ 38.85; p , 0.0001;

figure 2a). Bees trained to PB-NY flowers made fewer errors

when searching for pollen than nectar, but only in the first

few trials (LMM of PB-NY treatment: reward type: F1,105 ¼

12.87; p , 0.001; trial: F1,105 ¼ 64.49; p , 0.0001; reward

type � trial: F1,105 ¼ 8.98; p , 0.005; figure 2b).

In the test, bees that collected both nectar and pollen (n ¼
20) were more likely to search for a particular reward type on

the colour that had previously offered that reward type (the

CSþ) than either the colour that was unrewarding for that

reward type (the CS2) or the novel colour that was more
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similar to the CS2 (t-values all . 3.0, p-values all ,0.005;

figure 2). However, bees were equally likely to search for a par-

ticular reward type on the CSþ as on the novel colour that was

more similar to the CSþ (figure 1b; electronic supplementary

material) (t-values all ,1.5; p-values all .0.1).
 cietypublishing.org
Biol.Lett.11:20150628
4. Discussion
Although foragers require multiple nutritional resources,

animal learning is most commonly studied in relation to a

single reward. In unpredictable environments where food

cues cannot be known in advance, associative learning is a pro-

cess that could facilitate dietary mixing [4–6]. To date, evidence

that foragers simultaneously show responses to multiple

learned cues when collecting different nutrients has been lack-

ing. Our findings support and extend earlier work showing that

animals can learn to associate colour with artificial diets high

or low in protein versus carbohydrates (e.g. [3,4]), by demon-

strating that foragers not only learn these associations in an

ecologically relevant scenario, but can do so when foraging sim-

ultaneously for both. Coping with multiple food types within

the same context is likely to be a common feature of generalist

foraging under natural circumstances (i.e. ‘food a but not food

b is found in location x, while the reverse is true for location

y0) and may present a cognitive challenge, but bees are clearly

capable of meeting it.

Bees generalized across colour, treating purple flowers as if

they were blue, and orange flowers as if they were yellow, even

though the colour space model showed that they could likely

readily distinguish these colours [12]. That bees generalize

with pollen as they do for nectar [13] implies that individuals

used the same ‘rules’ for generalizing for both reward types

despite their collection requiring distinctly different motor

routines. This generalization has implications for plant fitness,

as it shows that bees form expectations about what type of

reward a plant will offer based on its colour. Such an effect

might promote convergence among co-flowering plant species

that share both pollinators and concealed pollen rewards

(cf. guild mimicry in [14]); alternatively, it might promote diver-

gence among competitors offering nutritionally distinct
resources (e.g. if pollen-motivated bees depress a similarly

coloured nectar-rewarding plant’s fitness [15]).

Further, we found that bees not only learned to collect

one reward type on a given colour but also avoided collecting

the other reward type on that colour. When an animal learns

that a stimulus is rewarding for one reward type but not

another, there is the potential for errors (e.g. by interference

[1]). Our finding that bees in the PB-NY group that only col-

lected pollen learned faster and performed better than bees

that foraged for both nectar and pollen raises the possibility

of a cognitive constraint shaping patterns of resource collec-

tion across a foraging bout [16] and/or a colony. However,

because bees self-selected their level of specialization, this

discovery requires further investigation to determine whether

the difference truly reflects interference or is correlated with

some other foraging-related trait.

The study of bee foraging behaviour has not only formed

the basis of foundational work in behavioural ecology [17],

but has also been described as a ‘magic well’ [18] of nearly

limitless inspiration for researchers in cognitive neuroscience.

Yet despite the degree of attention bees have received for

their impressive cognitive abilities and a renewed emphasis

on understanding how behavioural processes may contribute

to their recent declines [19], our understanding of their fora-

ging behaviour is incomplete in key respects. Our finding

that bumblebees can simultaneously learn floral cues associ-

ated with pollen and nectar rewards is a step forward in that

regard and opens the door to more ecologically realistic

paradigms for the study of bee learning.
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Correction to ‘Colour learning when
foraging for nectar and pollen: bees learn
two colours at once’

Felicity Muth, Daniel R. Papaj and Anne S. Leonard

Biol. Lett. 10, 20140628. (2015; Published online 30 September 2015) (doi:10.

1098/rsbl.2015.0628)

The caption for figure 1 incorrectly indicated that there was a bee in the figure.

In fact, there is no bee in the figure. The corrected caption is provided below.
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Figure 1. (a) Training array (left) and test array (right) (view the supplementary video to see nectar and pollen collection behaviour). (b) Flower colours plotted in
bee colour space (y, yellow; o, orange; p, purple; b, blue; centre represents the background; relative distances in electronic supplementary material, table S1). (Online
version in colour.)
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